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INSIDER TRADING

Two attorneys with Patterson Belknap Webb & Tyler LLP examine the recent Second Circuit decision upholding the insider trading conviction of Mathew Martoma and note that it
is likely to open the door to more prosecutions in ‘‘gifting’’ cases. The authors also explain
that the dissenting opinion might inspire the court to grant a petition for rehearing en banc
in order to resolve any lingering inconsistency.

INSIGHT: The Amended Opinion in Martoma
Cuts Back on the Initial Decision, But Still Affirms

BY HARRY SANDICK

AND

JARED BUSZIN

On June 25, 2018, a divided Second Circuit panel issued an amended decision again upholding the conviction of former SAC Capital portfolio manager Mathew
Martoma on one count of conspiracy to commit securities fraud and two substantive counts of securities
fraud. The amended decision—like the original opinion
in 2017—is a major decision expounding on the common law of insider trading, from the leading court on
questions of federal securities law.
The court’s decision—as well as Judge Rosemary S.
Pooler’s amended dissent—require close study not only
of their 61 combined pages, but also several prior U.S.
Supreme Court and Second Circuit decisions upon
which the Martoma decision is premised. The amended
Martoma decision reflects the continuing uncertainty
that is created by the absence of a statute that specifically addresses insider trading. Both the majority and
the dissent make compelling arguments in support of
their conclusions, and the opinions leave a reader with

the impression that the question of what should be permitted and prohibited would be resolved most constructively by the legislative branch.
In its previous decision (rendered Aug. 23, 2017), the
panel also upheld Martoma’s convictions. The panel’s
prior decision had held that that the Supreme Court’s
decision in Salman v. United States, 137 S. Ct. 420
(2016), abrogated the Second Circuit’s decision in
United States v. Newman, 773 F.3d 438 (2d Cir. 2014).
In particular, the Martoma panel’s prior decision had
held that in light of Salman, the government need not
show evidence of what Newman called a ‘‘meaningfully
close personal relationship’’ between a tipper and tippee in order to show that a tipper received a ‘‘personal
benefit’’ in gifting inside information to a tippee. Instead, the panel’s prior decision held that in such ‘‘gifting’’ cases, the government had only to establish that
the tipper disclosed inside information ‘‘with the expectation that the recipient would trade on it,’’ and that
‘‘the disclosure resembles trading by the insider followed by a gift of the profits to the recipient.’’
In its amended decision, the Martoma panel asserted
that its revised decision has narrowed the breadth of its
prior holding. In particular, while its prior decision had
concluded that Salman abrogated the ‘‘meaningfully
close personal relationship’’ standard espoused in Newman, the panel’s amended decision held that the court
‘‘need not decide whether Newman’s gloss on the gift
theory is inconsistent with Salman.’’ Martoma Slip Op.
at 14; Martoma Dissent Slip Op. at 9 n.3.
It is understandable, however, that some readers may
ask whether the language and reasoning of the
amended decision actually go a step beyond the origi-
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nal Martoma decision in lowering the bar for insider
trading prosecutions where a tipper gifts inside information to a tippee.

The Majority Decision
Chief Judge Robert A. Katzmann wrote the majority
opinion, in which Judge Denny Chin joined. The primary issue in Martoma’s appeal concerned whether the
district court erred by failing to instruct the jury that a
tipper and tippee must share a ‘‘meaningfully close personal relationship’’ in order to find that the tipper received a ‘‘personal benefit’’ based on a gift of inside information to a friend. As the majority explained, Newman introduced a term—a ‘‘meaningfully close
personal relationship’’—that ‘‘is new to our insider trading jurisprudence’’ and all parties conceded that the
district court did not instruct the jury that such a requirement existed.
The personal benefit requirement in tippee cases was
set forth in the Supreme Court’s seminal decision in
Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646 (1983). That decision held
that a tippee who trades on material nonpublic information from a tipper can be liable for insider trading only
when:
(a) the tipper has breached his fiduciary duty (or
other duty of loyalty and confidentiality) to the shareholders through the disclosure; and
(b) the tippee knows or should have known that
there has been a breach. See id. at 660.
Under Dirks, the tipper breaches his duty when he
will personally benefit—directly or indirectly—from his
disclosure to the tippee. See id. at 662.
In its amended decision, the Martoma panel noted
that Dirks provided a broad array of examples that
might constitute personal benefits to the tipper sufficient to infer a tipper’s breach of duty:
s a ‘‘pecuniary gain’’
s a ‘‘reputational benefit that will translate into future earning’’
s a ‘‘relationship between the insider and the recipient that suggests a quid pro quo from the latter’’
s the tipper’s ‘‘intention to benefit the particular recipient’’
s a ‘‘gift of confidential information to a trading
relative or friend’’ where ‘‘the tip and trade resemble
trading by the insider himself followed by a gift of the
profits to the recipient’’ Slip Op. at 21.
In some cases, proof of a personal benefit is easy—
the tipper is paid for the tip by the tippee, who trades
and profits based on the tip. However, in other cases,
the facts are less clear. The Martoma court discussed
the fourth of these five examples at length.
According to the majority, evidence of an ‘‘intention
to benefit the particular recipient’’ is sufficient in itself
to meet the personal benefit test under the plain language of Dirks. Id. at 22. In a crucial piece of interpretation, the court looked at ‘‘[t]he key sentence of Dirks’’
which it described as ‘‘admittedly ambiguous’’ and
open to more than one plausible reading: ‘‘For example,
there may be a relationship between the insider and the
recipient that suggests a quid pro quo from the latter, or
an intention to benefit the particular recipient.’’ Id. To
the panel majority, the comma that separates the two
clauses ‘‘sever[s] any connection between them.’’ The

use of the disjunctive ‘‘or’’ seems to support the panel’s
reading, but it is far from clear.
Accordingly, a tipper’s disclosure of inside information to a stranger could meet the personal benefit requirement if a jury could infer that the disclosure was
intended to benefit the stranger. Id. at 24. In discussing
the personal benefit requirement, the court made a
point to emphasize that Dirks broadly defined ‘‘personal benefit.’’ The court also asserted that the Second
Circuit had previously found the element satisfied in
other cases based on an evidentiary bar that was not
very high. Id. at 27-28.
Returning to the ‘‘meaningfully close personal relationship’’ language from Newman, the court noted that
although this wording was new to the court’s insider
trading jurisprudence it was nevertheless qualified by
two of the personal benefit examples from Dirks: (1) ‘‘a
relationship between the insider and the recipient that
suggests a quid pro quo from the latter,’’ or (2) ‘‘an intention to benefit’’ the tippee. Id. at 30. The court therefore held that ‘‘Newman cabined the gift theory using
two other freestanding personal benefits that have long
been recognized by our case law.’’ Id. at 31.
Based on this conclusion, the court held that evidence
that inside information was gifted to a trading relative
or friend could meet the personal benefit requirement
only if there was also:
(1) evidence that the tipper and tippee shared a relationship suggesting a quid pro quo, or
(2) evidence that the tipper intended to benefit the
tippee with the information. Id. at 32.
The court ultimately held that the district court erred
because it did not instruct the jury that it must also find
that the tipper had a quid pro quo relationship with
Martoma or that the tipper intended to benefit him by
providing the inside information. Nevertheless, the
court found that the error did not affect Martoma’s substantial rights because there was ‘‘compelling evidence’’ that a quid pro quo relationship existed.
Martoma also challenged the sufficiency of the evidence supporting his convictions, but this aspect of his
appeal was again quickly dismissed in the court’s
amended opinion. First, the court held that there was
more than enough evidence for the jury to find that
Martoma and his tipper had a quid pro quo relationship
because of consulting payments that were made to the
tipper over time. In arriving at this conclusion, the court
reiterated that the evidentiary bar to establish such a
quid pro quo relationship was ‘‘modest.’’ Id. at 35. Second, the court found that there was sufficient evidence
for a jury to find that the personal benefit requirement
was met based on the inference that Martoma’s tipper
disclosed inside information with the ‘‘intention to benefit’’ Martoma. Id. at 36. Intention to benefit could be inferred based on evidence that the tipper understood
that he was deliberately disclosing valuable, confidential information without a corporate purpose and with
the understanding that Martoma (an investment manager) would trade on it. Id.

Judge Pooler’s Dissent
Judge Pooler again dissented from the court’s
amended decision, criticizing it as an improper abrogation of Newman despite the majority’s claims to the
contrary. Dissent Slip Op. at 1-2. She explained at
length her concern that the panel still had not shown
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due regard for the Newman opinion, which remained
controlling law in the absence of an en banc decision.
She stated that ‘‘[l]ast year the majority attempted to rewrite this doctrine explicitly’’ but that ‘‘[t]oday they attempt to do so more subtly.’’
Judge Pooler focused her dissent largely on the majority’s holding that a jury can infer personal benefit to
a tipper through a ‘‘freestanding ‘intention to benefit.’ ’’
Id. at 2. According to the dissent, this holding was contrary to Dirks’s well-established requirement that the
personal benefit requirement be proven based on objective criteria. Id. at 3.
Judge Pooler argued that the majority’s holding
opened the door to prosecutorial overreach and allowed
prosecutions to be pursued based on scant objective
evidence. Id. at 10-11. As the dissent explained, when
the personal benefit requirement can be established
based solely on the tipper’s supposed intention to benefit the tippee, then ‘‘[t]he difference between guilty
and innocent conduct would be a matter of speculation
into what a tippee knew or should have known about
the tipper’s intent.’’ Id. at 5. Because of the speculative
nature of such an inquiry, the dissent argued that Dirks
requires additional objective facts regarding the nature
of the relationship between the tipper and tippee in order to be able to infer that a gifted tip of inside information was likely intended to benefit the tipper in some
way. Id. at 6.
The dissent also criticized the majority opinion for its
discussion of a hypothetical fact pattern in which a tipper ‘‘discloses inside information to a perfect stranger
and says, in effect, you can make a lot of money by trading on this.’’ The majority stated that this should be sufficient for liability for insider trading, but the dissent
disagreed and stated that the absence of a personal benefit to the tipper would make this legal. The dissent
goes on to say that it ‘‘see[s] no reason to worry that
truly random acts of enrichment can go unpunished.’’
The dissent also would not have found the error to be
harmless. Applying the rarely invoked ‘‘modified plain
error’’ doctrine where an intervening change in the law
gives rise to the error, Judge Pooler questioned whether
the relationship between the tipper and Martoma suggested a quid pro quo, and she doubted that the two individuals had any non-professional friendship.

Implications
The amended Martoma decision appears to again
lower the bar for insider trading prosecutions in the
Second Circuit. Although the majority disclaimed that it
was abrogating Newman, its observation that the personal benefit requirement can be met where inside information is given to a stranger who the tipper intends
to benefit suggests that a ‘‘meaningful close personal
relationship’’ is a less meaningful factor when it comes
to proving tippee liability in gifting cases. The majority’s repeated admonition that the evidentiary bar was
relatively low to prove personal benefit may only encourage more aggressive enforcement of insider trading laws.
The amended decision arguably goes beyond the
panel’s original decision in altering the type of evidence
needed to obtain a conviction in a tippee case. In the

Martoma panel’s original decision, the court made clear
that, despite the apparent abrogation of Newman, the
relationship between a tipper and tippee could be relevant in determining whether the disclosure of inside
information resembled trading by the insider followed
by a gift of the profits to the tippee. For whatever reason, this dicta was notably absent from the amended
Martoma decision.
Judge Pooler’s dissent makes several compelling
points regarding the interpretation of Dirks and
whether it provides that an inference that a tipper intended to benefit a tippee is sufficient to meet the personal benefit requirement. For example, it is unclear
why evidence that a tipper intended to benefit a tippee
could serve as evidence of a benefit to the tipper. Dissent Slip Op. at 13. The dissent also identifies the apparent circularity in this reasoning, noting that there
should be no reason to assess the tipper’s personal benefit if that benefit can be established solely based on an
intent to benefit the tippee. Id. at 14. Although the majority may be right that as a grammatical matter, the
‘‘comma’’ in the key sentence in Dirks seems to separate out the phrase ‘‘an intention to benefit the particular recipient’’ from the words that precede it, the dissent’s reading may make more sense from the perspective of a logical interpretation of the decision.
Ultimately, the Martoma decision seems likely to
open the door to more insider trading prosecutions in
‘‘gifting’’ cases. As the dissent posits, after Martoma it
appears that the only objective fact that the government
would have to prove in such cases is the communication
of inside information. Id. at 11. It would then be left to
the jury to decide whether that information was gifted
with the intention of benefiting the recipient. Only time
will tell if the government will seek to bring cases based
on a ‘‘personal benefit’’ that is nothing more than an intent to benefit the tippee.
Finally, it is possible that Judge Pooler’s dissenting
opinion might inspire the court to grant a petition for
rehearing en banc in order to resolve any lingering inconsistency between Newman and Martoma. The panel’s amended decision (issued roughly 10 months after
the initial opinion) does make one wonder if it was issued in the aftermath of internal debate at the court
about whether the initial Martoma decision violated the
rule that one panel cannot overrule a prior panel decision. Based on the back-and-forth between the majority
and dissenting opinions, this may have happened here.
Given that Newman remains good law, and now Martoma is also good law, further review by an en banc
Second Circuit (in Martoma or in some other case, several of which are still pending) or by the Supreme Court
may provide useful guidance to district judges, litigants,
and securities market participants.
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